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Days of rest in multicultural societies: private,
public, separate?

RU TH GA V I S O N * AN D NAH S HON P E R E Z
#

Introduction

Days of rest have not been given a central place in discussions of modern
societies. However, regulation of days of rest provides a fascinating
illustration of a variety of central issues in such societies. In Western
societies, the issue of days of rest has usually been seen as concerned with
the relationship between state and religion. Religions make demands
about the way the day of rest, which is also a day of special worship,
should be observed. So long as communities were religious and homo-
geneous, religious days of rest were generally observed. Usually, the right
of members of other religions to their own observances was respected to
some extent, at least in the private sphere. As societies became more
secularized and plural, such arrangements began to be challenged both
by secular members of the majority culture, who resented what they saw
as religious coercion,1 and by members of minority cultures and reli-
gions, who saw an opportunity to reduce the burdens they had carried
under the traditional arrangement. Both challenges invoked human
rights discourse, demanding that arrangements respect individual as
well as collective rights to freedom of religion and freedom from religion,
and rights to culture. The subject is also discussed as an issue of minority
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Yahli Shershevsky and Tammy Harel Ben-Shahar for excellent research assistance on this
work. I also thank Metzilah Center for funding the research for this work.
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1 This was accompanied by a process of individualization in Western societies. In this
context, Michael Walzer has suggested a distinction between the collective holiday and
the individualistic vacation. See M. Walzer, Spheres of Justice (New York: Basic Books,
1983), pp: 184–96.
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rights, and as an aspect of the ideal of multiculturalism. In some coun-
tries, the issue has legal or even constitutional significance.

Despite all these challenges, in most countries there is a shared, official
day of rest, which is the day of rest and worship observed by the culture
and religion of the majority. The character of days of rest may change,
depending on many factors, including the religion and the culture and
their conception of the day of rest, the extent of religiosity of the society
in question, the strength of commercial forces, the strength of unions and
their position on a shared day of rest, as well the level of pluralism and
the impact of globalization. In many societies, differences of view about a
shared day of rest cut across major significant groups. This fact adds
complexity to the social practices and the social and legal challenges they
present.

Clearly, a shared day of rest based on majority culture is very con-
venient for observant members of that culture. Other groups (secular
members of the dominant group or members of minority religions and
cultures) may regard it differently. This article highlights the challenges
that this arrangement poses in multicultural societies. The focus will be
on the tension created when the majority culture and cultural minorities
do not share the same traditions regarding the day of rest. We shall
see that such situations give rise to conflicting moral intuitions:
liberal-multicultural theories usually support accommodating minority
cultural requests; however, doing so might create barriers to integration
by institutionalizing sub-cultures.

The article has two main purposes. The first, which is more descriptive
in nature, is to identify the problem of days of rest in multicultural
societies. The second purpose, which is more prescriptive, is to suggest
some guidelines for reasonable solutions. These guidelines are not sup-
posed to be definitive; rather they aim to exclude some extreme possibi-
lities, while acknowledging the numerous legitimate solutions to the
issue of days of rest. In short, our argument will focus on the following
issue: is a decision by the state to decide upon an official day of rest that
reflects the majority’s culture a justified decision? Such a decision may
burden individual members of minority cultures in various ways. First,
members of minority groups may not be allowed to rest on their chosen
day; second, they may wish to work on the majority day of rest; and lastly,
the wish of members of minorities to have their own day of rest may
impose economic burdens on them. Another important issue may arise
in cases in which the collective dimension of the day of rest requires
territorial concentration of a particular community, creating potential
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barriers to integration. The two legitimate liberal goals of accommoda-
tion of minority cultures and their full integration are in tension one with
the other.

We shall argue that the majority may indeed choose a day of rest that
reflects its culture,2 but also that such a choice will be more legitimate if
the interests of members of minority groups are accommodated to
prevent members of minorities being deprived de facto of the ability to
maintain their cultural interests3 because the cost of continued affiliation
to a minority culture becomes too high.4 We shall argue that the collec-
tive dimensions of minority cultures should also be accommodated
by the state because of their importance for individual well-being.5

However, the separatist force of such cultural dimensions may be sig-
nificant, and may indeed raise issues of incommensurability.6 The goals
of full accommodation and maximum integration may not sit well
together. Instead of trying to propose one-sided solutions, we shall
sustain that tension throughout our discussion of various possible solu-
tions to the issue of days of rest.

In order to demonstrate the difficulties and complications of the issue
of days of rest, our discussion will first consider the content and sig-
nificance of days of rest (which is as important as the choice of the day of
rest) in three religions – Judaism, Islam and Christianity – mainly, but
not solely, in modern Israel. Our aim is to supplement our argument with
sufficient empirical “flesh” rather than to provide a thorough theological
or sociological analysis. Next, we will describe the current situation in
Israel, and in some Christian andMuslim counties. Third, we shall offer a

2 This raises another question: what is the justification for the majority’s prerogative? The
answer has to rely upon an argument that stresses the importance of culture to individual
well-being and also explains why protecting minority members is important as well. This
issue cannot be elaborated here. For some possible arguments see W. Kymlicka,
Liberalism, Community and Culture (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989), N. Perez, “The
Liberty to Culture, A Substantial Liberty Approach”, paper delivered at the ALSP con-
ference, June 2006, Dublin.

3 See the opposite view of P. Jones, “Bearing the Consequence of Belief” in R. Goodin and
P. Pettit (eds.), Contemporary Political Philosophy (Oxford: Blackwell, 2006), pp: 607–20.

4 See Perez, “The Liberty to Culture”, see also, J. Heath, “Culture: Choice or Circumstances”
(1998) 5:2 Constellations 183–200.

5 That is, for the purposes of this article, the collective aspects will be justified solely on the
basis of their contribution to the individual well-being.

6 Incommensurability has played an important part in contemporary political theory since
Berlin. See in this regard J. Kekes, The Morality of Pluralism (Princeton University Press,
1993), pp: 53–75, W. Galston, “Value Pluralism and Liberal Political Theory” (1999) 93:4
American Political Science Review 769–78.
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normative, or prescriptive framework for dealing with the many issues
raised by days of rest.

Weekly cycles and their significance in Judaism,
Christianity and Islam

General

Today, a weekly cycle is almost universal. Yet, unlike days and months,
which are related to natural cycles, the week is a human artefact.
Furthermore, there is a tension between the number of days in the year –
365 – and the length of months. Nonetheless, efforts to change the
calendar in a way that would keep dates and months stable over the
years, or would “liberate” the calendar from religious influence, have
failed.7 Today, a weekly cycle has been adopted as a universal norm
in the guidelines of the conventions of the International Labour
Organization. Under these conventions, individuals are entitled to a
day of rest every week, which should be at least of twenty-four hours,
added to the daily mandatory rest of at least eleven hours.8

In many countries, the weekend consists also of a secondary day of rest
(in Western Christian countries, Saturday is secondary to Sunday, while
in Israel there is a growing pattern of treating Friday as a secondary day
of rest). The two days receive different legal treatment, and while many
social activities (such as education and government) are suspended on
the secondary as well as on the primary, religious day of rest, the primary
day of rest is the one on which work and commercial activity are
prohibited or at least diminish.

7 One notable effort was that made by the revolutionary forces in France. They introduced
a special republican calendar, which had twelve months of thirty days and an extra
month to take care of the rest of the days of the year. Each month was divided into three
ten-day periods. The last day of each month was declared a general day of rest. The
calendar lasted from 1793 to 1805 and was cancelled by Napoleon. Communist USSR
tried to move to a five-day week in 1927 and a six-day week in 1930, but it reverted to the
seven-day week in 1940. Further attempts to change the weekly cycle through the UN
failed because of pressure from Christian and Jewish groups whose religious cycle of
worship and work/rest would have been disrupted by the change.

8 See Conventions c106 (1957) and c30 (1930) at the ILO web site (www.ilo.org/ilolex/
english/convdisp1.htm), see also: R. Gavison, “Days of Worship and Days of Rest: The
Case of Israel” in W. Brugger and M. Karayanni (eds.), Religion in the Public Sphere: A
Comparative Analysis of German, Israeli, American and International Law (New York:
Springer, 2007), pp: 379–414 .
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Identifying religious traditions that have existed for many years and in
many different communities is a daunting task. Many elements of such
traditions are dynamic and evolve as the relevant communities and their
spiritual leaders adapt to changing conditions. What follows should
therefore be taken very cautiously. It is not supposed to be an author-
itative exposition of the different traditions, but a suggestive account of
elements central to them. Furthermore, while we will be talking about the
three religions, internal to each are different traditions on many of these
issues. Some variations are contingent and temporary, while others have
been institutionalized in different streams or denominations of the same
religion. Finally, all major religions have had to cope with pressures of
secularization; and all religions have also had to deal with situations in
which believers live in societies where theirs is a minority tradition and
so may have to adapt their practice and doctrine. Nevertheless, simila-
rities and differences among religions in the meaning and practices of
days of rest are interesting and relevant to the way political and legal
arrangements should be devised.

Judaism

Sabbath is one of the most central elements of the Jewish tradition. The
commandment to keep it is among the ten most basic commandments in
Judaism, and the sacred nature of the day is mentioned in the opening
verses of the second chapter of the Old Testament:

And by the seventh day God ended his work which he had done; and he
rested on the seventh day from all his work that he had done. And God
blessed the seventh day, and sanctified it; because in it he rested from all
his work which God had created and performed.9

It is worth noting that the ten commandments appear twice in the torah,
and the rationale given for the duty to keep the Sabbath is different in the
two places. The first instance is Exodus 20, and the relevant command-
ment is presented thus:

Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy. Six days shalt thou labour, and
do all thy work; but the seventh day is a Sabbath to the Lord thy God: in it
thou shalt not do any work, thou, nor thy son, nor thy daughter, thy
manservant, nor thy maidservant, nor thy cattle, nor the stranger that is

9 Genesis, Chapter 3, 2–3.
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within thy gates; for in six days the Lord made heaven and earth, the sea
and all that is in them, and rested on the seventh day: therefore the Lord
blessed the Sabbath day, and hallowed it.10

The second is in Deuteronomy 5:

Keep the Sabbath day to sanctify it, as the Lord thy God has commanded
thee. Six days thou shalt labour, and do all thy work; but the seventh day is
the Sabbath of the Lord thy God; on it thou shalt not do any work, thou,
nor thy son, nor thy daughter, nor thy manservant, nor thy maidservant,
nor thy ox, nor thy ass, nor any of your cattle, nor thy stranger that is
within thy gates; that thy manservant and maidservant may rest as well as
thou. And remember that thou wast a servant in the land of Mizrayim, and
that the Lord thy God brought thee out of there with a mighty hand and a
stretched out arm; therefore the Lord thy God commanded thee to keep
the Sabbath day.11

In both texts, the prohibition of work is general and applies equally to all
within one’s household. In both of them the source of the prohibition is
God’s commandment and the day is sacred. But whereas in Exodus the
rationale for the prohibition is the process of divine creation itself, in
Deuteronomy the rationale is the memory of slavery in Egypt and the
need to give everyone, slaves included, a day of rest.

In many traditions, to the original religious and sacred nature of the
day of rest is added a social meaning in response to a need to adjust to
societies many of whose members do not observe religious command-
ments. In Judaism, this duality is present in a very clear form from the
very beginning of the tradition.

The exact nature of the prohibition of all work is not clear, and the task
of “translating” the general prohibition into detailed practices has been
assumed by religious leaders. We know that one cannot light a fire or
collect wood, and that one cannot cook, because there are explicit
prohibitions on these activities in the texts. There is also a prohibition
on driving and on carrying things across the settlement line. In general,
working for money is prohibited, but the prohibition seems not to cover
physical effort, and one can move things in the house. Nonetheless it is
not usual that such activities are undertaken on the Sabbath because they
do not suit its festive and restful atmosphere. The limitations apply for

10 Exodus, 20, 8–11. 11 Deut. 5, 12–15.
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the whole day, starting Friday night. The purpose is to make Sabbath very
different from the other six days of the week.12

The need to couch these practices in obligations is based on a deep
understanding of human nature: it is hard for people to break away from
their routine and their work. They can only experience the different
character of the day if breaking these routines is a matter of strict
religious duty. In other words, the prohibitions are in part paternalistic,
based on the insight that in their absence, the distinctiveness of the
Sabbath is likely to erode very quickly.13

It would be a mistake to see the Jewish Sabbath as characterized solely
by the prohibition of all work and travel. The practice is to devote at least
some part of the Sabbath to worship and study, but there is also an
obligation to enjoy it! Thus there are three obligatory meals on the
Sabbath, and there are texts suggesting that it should be an enjoyable day.

From the very beginning, as we saw, the Sabbath had a social meaning.
The social aspects are both external – manifested in relations between
Jews and non-Jews (or now, between observant and non-observant Jews),
and internal – concerned with the building of community. Sabbath
observance also gives social life a tempo that includes both work and
relaxation, parts of life dealing with matter and with the spirit. Sabbath is
also a useful mechanism to keep observant Jews apart and distinct from
others. The limitations imposed on observant Jews during the Sabbath
mean that they will tend to live close to Jewish centres, communities and
synagogues, and that at least during the Sabbath their social life will
mainly be with Jews. Thus the Sabbath, and the Jewish calendar in
general, provide one of the main mechanisms to maintain the cultural
distinctness of Jews. Needless to say, this makes it harder for Jews to
assimilate and contributes to their being seen as different, with all the
complex implications of this situation.14

Within the Jewish community itself, Sabbath has a variety of func-
tions. First it imposes a mandatory, general day of rest applicable to all

12 For a general discussion see A. J. Heschel, The Sabbath – Its Meaning for Modern Man
(New York, 1951). Naturally, there are many discussions of the reasons for the prohibi-
tions and their theological justification. While the biblical prohibition is very general,
later traditions clarified the prohibitions and created a detailed set of practices. One basic
rationale of these prohibitions is the wish not to create anything new. Hence the fact that
some physical effort is permitted, but activities which involve less exertion but create
something new (like cooking or writing) are not.

13 E. Sveid, The Book of Time (sefer mahzor hazmanim) (1986), pp: 39–40 (in Hebrew).
14 Sveid, The Book of Time, p. 11.
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within the community. Second, it means that the synagogue is not only a
place for prayer and worship but also the place where members of the
community meet regularly, participate in special events (such as bar
mitzvah or groom-Sabbath), pray for the sick, pray for the dead, and
learn about community events. Finally, today, as a result of secularization,
observance of the Sabbath is one of the mainmeasures of the religious status
of individuals and businesses. Only a person who observes the Sabbath in its
entirety can be counted among the orthodox. Reform Jews do not see
themselves as bound by the orthodox interpretation of religious duties.
They do observe some form of religious worship and rituals, but do not
see themselves as bound by Sabbath limitations such as not travelling or
writing. Conservative Jews and Reconstructionist Jews stand somewhere in
the middle.

About 75 per cent of Jews in Israel are non-observant. They may light
candles or have a Sabbath dinner, but they do not worship and rest.
Traditional Jews usually go to synagogue for prayers and have at least
some of the Sabbath meals, but they do not comply with the orthodox
prohibitions against driving and writing on Sabbath.

The public character of the Sabbath in Israel is a serious source of
political struggle among Jews. While all agree that Sabbath will be the
official day of rest, there are many who resent the prohibitions of
commerce and trade. Some of the resentment comes from people who
feel this is “religious coercion” while some comes from those who feel
that this unduly restricts commercial opportunities. We shall elaborate
more on this situation in the section on Israel – the Jewish State, below.

Christianity

Early Christians were Jews, and they observed the Sabbath as did all
Jews.15 In addition, from very early on, they had a Sunday celebration of
the Eucharist to signify the resurrection of Jesus. It is not clear when
Sabbath observance ceased and Sunday became the official day of wor-
ship for the church. It is also not clear why Sunday was chosen as the
relevant day. Some say it is related to the pagan Sun-day, while others
speculate that there was a wish to move from using the seventh day to
using the eighth,16 possibly because this is the day on which light was

15 See Hebrew Encyc., Sabbath, vol. 31, p: 429 (Zvi Verblowski) (in Hebrew).
16 Sunday is of course also the first day of the week, but some describe it in this context as

the eighth day.
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created. It seems that initially Sabbath and Sunday were both seen as
special days, and that Sunday’s ceremonies were added onto Sabbath
observance.

It is interesting to note that in the second and third centuries AD
Sunday was seen as a day of worship and prayer, but the prohibition of
work was not a part of the day. In fact, this element was seen as Judaic
and was resisted as an undesirable “return” to Judaism. Nonetheless, with
time general laws, prohibiting work or declaring a break in the weekly
routine on Sundays, were adopted.17 The issue of the relationship
between the Jewish Sabbath and the Christian Sunday was officially
discussed in the Third Council of Orleans, in AD 538, where it was
said that the kinds of work prohibited on the Jewish Sabbath are per-
mitted on Sundays, but that there is a general prohibition of work to
allow Christians to join in the church ceremonies on Sundays.18

Practice developed in diverse ways in different denominations. Some
Christian groups (such as the Adventists) reverted to fully fledged
Sabbath observance on the seventh day. Others hold a conception of
Sunday that is very similar to that of the Jewish Sabbath. Yet other groups
see Sundays as mainly a day of worship and rest, but without the religious
obligation to desist from work on Sundays.

The main religious obligation on Sundays is to attend a church service.
But in most denominations, this takes only an hour or two. It is unclear
whether there is a theological basis for any other limitation on this day,
and there is a debate whether the element of rest is or should be a part of
the religious meaning of Sunday.

Modern life conditions in the West have created a massive challenge
for Christianity. While a sizable number do go to church on Sundays
(about 40 per cent in the US, less in most Western countries19), many
spend the rest of the day doing whatever they wish, including shopping.
Others feel that church-going interferes with their effective use of the
weekend. Some cannot go to church because they must work. Some
theologians respond to the challenge by minimizing the content of
religious obligations on the day of worship. Religious services may be

17 For a general discussion see S. Bacchiocchi, From Sabbath to Sunday (Rome: Biblical
Perspectives, 1977), pp: 251–6. http://english.sdaglobal.org/dnl/bacchi/books/sab2sun.pdf.

18 W. E. Straw, Origin of Sunday Observance (Washington DC, Review and Herald
Publishing Association, 1939), p: 33. (www.maranathamedia.com.au/Download/
Books/Origin%20of%20Sunday%20Observance-WE%20Straw.pdf).

19 See C. K. Hadaway et al. “What the Polls Don’t Show: A Closer Look at US Church
Attendance” (1993) 58 American Sociological Review 741–52.
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offered on Friday or Saturday night to permit those who cannot attend
on Sundays to meet their religious worship obligations. Others seek to
continue to see Sunday as both a day of worship and a day of rest, and
insist that religious education should seek to explain to people the
benefits of strict observation of the Day of God. They see Sunday as
similar in conception to the Jewish Sabbath and based on the same
biblical commandment. Yet others argue that there is no biblical basis
for that; that Christians chose Sunday only later and in order to differ-
entiate themselves from Jews because of external threats; and that
the time has come for Christians to return to the biblical sense of
God’s day.20

Islam

Islam does not have a clear distinction between weekdays and the week-
end. One may say that the week starts with Saturday and reaches its peak
with the midday prayer on Friday, but Islam does not have the same
weekly cycle found in Judaism and Christianity.

Prayer is one of the five “pillars” of Islam, and people have a duty
to pray five times a day. Friday is special because it is the day of meeting
or coming together, and it is mandatory for men to pray the midday
Friday prayer in public and in a group. This prayer is special because it
starts with two additional parts, and it ends with a mandatory speech
(kh’utba) by the imam. The kh’utba has both religious and public
importance. It deals with matters of faith and religion but also with
current affairs.

The Friday midday prayer takes place in special mosques called
‘mosques of the gathering’. In general, the mosque in Islam serves
many functions and is much more than a place of prayer and worship.
Islam does not make Friday a day of rest. In fact, immediately after the
verse demanding that people pray the midday prayer on Friday in the
mosque they are told to return to their daily regular pursuits. At least two
explanations were given for this difference between the Moslem and
Jewish attitude. The first was that Moslem society was commercial rather
than agricultural, so that work was less time-consuming and physically
demanding. Friday in fact created great opportunities for commerce

20 For a detailed account and an argument for returning to the biblical basis of the Sabbath,
see the analysis by Bacchiocchi, From Sabbath to Sunday.
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precisely because many people were gathered for prayer.21 The second
explanation is more theological in nature: Islam has a strong opposition
to any personification of God. Consequently Islamic theologians object to
a prohibition of work on the day of meeting because this to them seems to
involve such personification.22

The practice of days of rest

In homogenous religious societies where the norm is religious obser-
vance, political and cultural practice will naturally reflect religious
demands (and social goals23). However, the previous discussion suggests
that even amongst such societies there might be variations in the nature
of the day depicted as special by religion. In heterogeneous societies, as
most modern states are, the diversity of approaches amongst religions
and groups within religions (and, of course secular individuals), both in
choice of the day of rest and in its features, may raise complex issues.

Israel – the Jewish State

Israel is the only country in the world where the public culture of most
communities is Jewish. The public character of the Sabbath and the
Jewish calendar are among the most obvious signs of this culture. As
we saw, the most structured and differentiated day of rest among the
three religions is the Jewish Sabbath, because it involves special and
prolonged prayers as well as very detailed regulation of the whole
twenty-five hours of the day,24 including serious limitations on people’s
regular pursuits. In observant Jewish neighbourhoods there is no traffic,
no radio or television, and no work. People do not write, cannot play
musical instruments or talk on the telephone. Technology means that
people may use electricity by setting timers to turn it on and off without
human intervention.

21 H. Lazarus-Yaffe, Islam (Tel Aviv, 1980), p: 32 (in Hebrew); E. Ashtor, A Social and
Economic History of the Near East in the Middle Ages (Chicago University Press, 1974);
P. Risso, Merhcants and Faith: Muslims, Commerce and Culture in the Indian Ocean
(Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1995).

22 H. Lazarus-Yaffe, More Talks on Islam (Tel Aviv, 1985), p: 63 (in Hebrew).
23 See M. Walzer, Spheres of Justice (New York: Basic Books, 1983), pp: 184–96.
24 Since the Jewish Shabbat begins before sundown, and ends after sundown, the Shabbat

day is more than twenty-four hours.
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However, many Jewish communities are comprised of Jews who do
not observe at all. In Israel, since the public culture is Jewish, and the
Jewish calendar applies, people feel they can maintain their Jewishness
without active membership of any religious community.25

From very early on after the state was founded in 1948, Israel declared
the Sabbath its official day of rest (although non-Jews were allowed to
observe their own day of rest if they chose). This was a part of an agreement
between the non-religious majority and the orthodox minority according
to which the state would guarantee the public cultural distinctness of the
Sabbath. The religious basis of the agreement was revealed in the fact that
the Sabbath day was defined as starting from the night before. But the laws
did not touch on the behaviour of individuals. Rather, they provided for
closure of all public and governmental institutions and imposed a general
prohibition on working and employing others.

In 1951 a labour law was enacted that prohibited Jews from working on
the Sabbath. Municipalities and local authorities regulate hours of opening
and closing of businesses on the Sabbath.26 Jewish schools, governmental
institutions, public transportation and health care providers all observe the
Sabbath as their rest day. This means either a complete cessation or
significant reduction in the level of social activity. Laws prohibiting work
on Sabbath clearly help religious Jews by lowering the costs of Sabbath
observance. If the laws were enforced, Jews in Israel would be under less
economic pressure to work on the Sabbath because most businesses would
not operate.27 Such laws also have a significant effect on the public culture
in Jewish communities and in Israel as a whole.

The creation of the Jewish state witnessed an attempt to revise Sabbath
rulings. Religious agricultural communities, for example, insisted that
religious law must allow for the work needed to take care of animals.
Similarly, new rulings were made to allow work required for basic services
such as security and health care. After the 1992 “constitutional revolu-
tion”,28 the 1951 law prohibiting work on the Sabbath was challenged as

25 For an elaboration of this, see Gavison, “The Significance of Israel in Modern Jewish
Identities” in B. Rephael et al. (eds.), Contemporary Jewries: Convergence and Divergence
(Leiden: Brill, 2003), pp: 118–29.

26 Gavison, “Day of Worship and Days of Rest”.
27 The issue is more complex because non-Jewish businesses are open; and in some fields of

economic activity, the relevant markets are outside Israel, an issue made more relevant
by globalization.

28 D. Dorner, “Does Israel Have a Constitution?” (1999) 43 St Louis Law Journal 1325;
Y.M. Edrey, “The Israeli Constitutional Revolution/Evolution, Models of Constitutions,
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unconstitutional; but the court upheld the law on the ground that it served
a legitimate purpose and did not infringe the right to freedom of workmore
than was required.29 However, the court did not address the fact that the
laws prohibiting work are not enforced in Israel and there is a great deal of
commercial activity on the Sabbath. This weakens the economic and
cultural benefits afforded to orthodox Jews by the laws prohibiting work
on the Sabbath. In one case that came before the labour court, the court
ruled that a production plant working on shifts throughout the week is not
allowed to reject a job applicant solely because he observes the Sabbath and
cannot work shifts on that day.30

Non-Jews and non-Jewish communities are expressly exempted from
the operation of Sabbath laws. In Arab communities government offices
usually close on Fridays. In some Moslem communities there is a
five-day week, with Thursday and Friday as the days of rest. Schools
vary in their closing days. Some Christian schools close on Saturday and
Sunday, some Moslem schools close on Friday and Saturday, and some
mixed schools close on Friday and Sunday, or only on one of them.
Commerce rarely stops completely in the Arab sector, and Jews in
particular go there to shop on Saturdays.

Non-Jews can choose their day of rest, and may prefer their “cultural”
day. Yet many of them work within the Jewish sector, so they take
Saturday as their day of rest as well.31

An important development is the gradual transition of the Israeli
market toward a five-day week, with Friday and Saturday as days of
rest. Today, governmental agencies, as well as many private workplaces,
work five days a week. This development may help to accommodate
Muslim Israelis, who can enjoy their traditional day of worship on the

and a Lesson from Mistakes and Achievements” (2005) 53 American Journal of
Comparative Law 77.

29 HCJ 5026/04 Design 22 v. Rozenzweig. For a detailed analysis of the Design 22 decision,
see Gavison, “Day of Worship and Days of Rest”.

30 Municipal Appeal (Beer Shebba) 1779/99 Oved v. Lam Research Ltd (in Hebrew). In
similar cases in England the courts upheld the dismissal of employees, stating that
freedom of religion was not infringed, since the employee was “free to resign”. See
St. Levinson, “The Hallow Day” (2005) 155 New Law Journal 1320.

31 Most schools are segregated by language. Hebrew-speaking Jewish schools close on
Saturdays and Arabic-speaking schools differ as mentioned above. Non-Jews who go
to Jewish schools follow the Jewish calendar. In the small number of Jewish-Arab schools
in Israel, schools usually have a two-day weekend (Friday and Saturday), with each of the
groups taking their own holidays. For the complex dynamics of these schools, see
R. Gavison, “The Neve Shalom School”, working paper # 379, Center for Rationality,
H.U.; it may be seen at http://ideas.repec.org/p/huj/dispap/dp379.html.
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secondary public day of rest; but it does not solve the problem of the
Christian religious minority.

In short, non-Jews may enjoy their own cultural rhythm in their own
communities. Non-Jews may be inconvenienced by the fact that they are
dependent formany services, such as hospitals and government offices, on the
Jewish community and its cycles. The activity level of these services is lower
on the Sabbath than on other days. Thismay be understandable for Jews but a
burden for non-Jews. To some extent this inconvenience is inevitable, and in
other contexts special arrangements may be made to minimize the practical
difficulties. The issue has never got to the courts and is not mentioned in
political discussions about the rights of the Arab minority in Israel.

It may be that the Jewishness of Israel also creates problems for Jews not
encountered by Jews living as minorities elsewhere. Where the Sabbath is
not an official day of rest Jews can enjoy it as a day of commercial and
recreational activity. This is the case for secular Jews, but even observant
Jews can enjoy existing services such as public transportation that is not
operated by Jews and does not require use of money. In Israel, since
legislation sometimes follows traditional Jewish norms, allowing activities
that are a desecration of the Sabbath according to religious law may be
problematic. Because religious (and legal) regulation of the Sabbath is so
comprehensive and regulates such a long period of time, it may seem
unreasonable even to many who concede that it may be legitimate for
Israel to designate Saturday as the official day of rest.32

Christian countries

At various times, starting in AD 321, there have been laws prohibiting
commerce on Sunday in all Christian countries. In the US we find such
Sunday laws in the early seventeenth century. By the end of the eight-
eenth century, all thirteen colonies had Sunday laws, and by the end of
the nineteenth century, forty-six of the states had them.33 The trend

32 From a religious perspective, there is no difference between public transportation, which
is usually prohibited, and “private” driving, which is permitted. In Design 22 the decision
dealt with a commercial institution seeking to operate on Sabbath. One judge suggested
that while the prohibition of commerce is legitimate, it would not be legitimate to
prohibit all forms of entertainment. For details on the history of Sabbath regulation in
Israel, see Gavison, “Days of Worship and Rest”.

33 M. Goos, “Sinking the Blues: The Impact of Shop Closing Hours on Labour and Product
Markets” (London: Centre for Economic Performance, October 2004), p: 6. http://center.
uvt.nl/macro/papergoos_jmp.pdf; A. J. King, “Sunday Laws in the 19th Century” (2000) 64
Albany Law Review 675.
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reverses in the twentieth century. In 1961, thirty-five states had Sunday
laws, and by 1985 the number had come down to twenty-three. It is
important to note that these developments took place despite the fact
that in 1961 the US Supreme Court upheld Sunday laws as not involving
discrimination or violating freedom of religion.34 In Canada, on the
other hand, the change started in 1985 when the Supreme Court declared
that a 1907 Sunday law (Lord’s Day Act) prohibiting all labour, com-
merce and fee-based recreation on Sundays was unconstitutional and
violated the right to freedom of religion in the 1982 Charter.35

In some cases in the US Sunday laws were strictly enforced and people
who opened their businesses on Sundays were fined and at times even
imprisoned. This presented those who kept Saturday as their day of rest
with a difficult dilemma and many decided to open their shops on
Saturdays in order to survive.36 Sunday laws have been challenged in
the US both on grounds of freedom of (and from) religion and on the
basis that they discriminate against those whose religion requires them to
rest on another day (Saturday for Jews and Seventh-Day Christians) and
who were forced by Sunday laws not to work on Sunday. Both issues were
raised in cases decided by the US Supreme Court.

The most famous decision is McGowan, which concerned the consti-
tutionality of Sunday laws in the context of the opening on Sunday of a
large supermarket.37 Justice Warren, writing for the majority, reviewed
at length the history of Sunday laws and concluded that, despite their
religious origins, their present rationale was the wish to allow workers a
shared day of rest, and that this did not violate the Constitution. Justice
Douglas, in dissent, thought the laws were based on religion and were
therefore unconstitutional.

In Braunfeld v. Brown38 it was claimed that Sunday laws actually
forced Jews and Seventh-Day Christians not to observe their own reli-
gion’s days of rest because they could not afford to close their businesses
for two days a week. They thus sought exemption from the application of
Sunday laws (as was granted by some of the states which had Sunday
laws). Justice Warren rejected the argument by saying that although

34 McGowan v. Maryland, 366 U.S 420 (1961).
35 R. v. Big M Drug Mart Ltd [1985] 1 S.C.R. 295
36 S. A. Kaplan, Can Persecution Arise in America?, (Washington, DC: Review and Herald

Publishing Company, 1967), pp: 6–7. www.maranathamedia.com.au/Download/Books/
CanPersecutionAriseInAmerica.pdf).

37 McGowan v. Maryland, 366 U.S 420 (1961).
38 Braunfeld v. Brown, 366 U.S. 599 (1961).
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Sunday laws raised the cost for Jews and Seventh-Day Christians of
observing their Sabbath, this did not amount to imposing a legal duty
on them to violate their religious commandments. The burden was
economic, and it was justified by the important social functions of
Sunday laws. Allowing people to open their businesses on Sundays
would disturb the tranquillity of the day and would give some people
the unfair competitive advantage of being open on a day when most
other businesses had to be closed. Finally, the need to identify those who
were exempted from Sunday laws would put too great a burden on law
enforcement agencies. Justice Brennan led a three-Justice dissent, saying
that Sunday laws in many states did contain such an exemption but that
this had not led to the feared consequences, and that the absence of a
permit system for opening on Sundays discriminated against those
whose religion required them to rest on a day other than Sunday.
Justice Douglas repeated his principled position that Sunday laws
offended the prohibition against establishment of religion.

Title VII of the US Civil Rights Act 1964 made it unlawful to dis-
criminate against employees because of their religion. An employer is
required to accommodate the employee’s religion, unless he “demon-
strates that he is unable to reasonably accommodate an employee’s or
prospective employee’s religious observance or practice without undue
hardship on the conduct of the employer’s business”.39 It has been
argued, nevertheless, that courts have interpreted the duty of accommo-
dation in a very limited way.40

These decisions may be in some tension with the earlier Sherbert
decision of 1963.41 Sherbert, a member of the Seventh Day Adventist
church, lost her job after she declined to work on Saturdays. She failed to
find a new job for the same reason. Her application for unemployment
benefits was denied on the ground that she had failed, without good
cause, to accept suitable work that was offered to her. The decision was

39 Section 701(j).
40 For example, in Hardison v. T.W.A, 432 U.S. 63 (1977), the court upheld discharge of a

worker who did not agree to work Saturday shifts, stating that the employer was under
no duty to sustain costs (except de minimis) in order to accommodate the worker’s
religion. See P. Zablotsky, “After the Fall: The Employer’s Duty to Accommodate
Employee Religious Practices under Title VII after Ansonia Board of Education v.
Philbrook” (1989) 50 University of Pittsburg Law Review 513. Attempts to amend Title
VII in 2003 to impose a larger burden on employers were not successful.

41 This issue has gained significant attention from scholars. See, for example,
M. McConnell, “Free Exercise Revisionism and the Smith Decision” (1990) University
of Chicago Law Review 1109.
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affirmed by the lower courts but reversed by the Supreme Court, which
found that denying the benefits imposed a burden on her free exercise of
religion, and forced her to make a choice that Sunday worshippers did
not have to make. The dissent considered this decision to be contrary to
the ruling of Braunfeld v. Brown. The majority said that the case differed
from Braunfeld because here there was no compelling state interest such
as there was in Braunfeld (namely that of designating a uniform day of
rest).42

In Europe, practices relating to Sunday laws are more varied. Until the
1990s, only Luxemburg, Belgium, Spain and Sweden had relaxed their
Sunday laws. At that time England, Wales, Holland and Finland joined
in, and there are signs that intended liberalization is planned in France
and Italy.43 Today, the strictest limitations on commerce on Sundays are
in Germany, Holland and Denmark.44 In 1996 the European Court of
Justice annulled a provision in a directive (laying down minimum stan-
dards of health and safety for workers), which gave priority to Sunday as
the day of rest, on the ground that “the council failed to explain why
Sunday, as a weekly rest day, is more closely connected with the health
and safety of workers than any other day of the week.”45

Strict Sunday laws clearly were originally religiously motivated.
However, where they survive today, in full or limited form, their ratio-
nale is social and cultural. In Germany, for example, the strictness of
Sunday laws is attributable to labour unions who insist that workers
should be able to rest on a day shared by the community as a whole. It is

42 Sherbert v. Verner et al., Members of South Carolina Employment Security Commission
et al., 374 U.S 398 (1963). It might be worth noting that as a result of later decisions
(especially since Employment Division v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872 (1990) and the failure of the
US Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993, current US law does not seem to support
religious exemptions. But a full discussion is beyond the scope of the current article. See
M. Nussbaum, Woman and Human Development (Cambridge University Press, 2000),
chapter 3.

43 M. Skuterud, “The Impact of Sunday Shopping Deregulation on Employment and Hours
of Work in the Retail Industry: Evidence from Canada”, McMaster University, August
2000. www.ciln.mcmaster.ca/papers/cilnwp45.pdf.

44 S. Kajalo, “Sunday Trading, Consumer Culture, and Shopping – Will Europe Sacrifice
Sunday to Recreational Shopping?” prepared for the “sosiologipaivat 1997” – conference.
Arranged by the Westermarck Society, Helsinki, 1997. http://scholar.google.com/scholar?
hl=en&lr=&q=cache:x0sQNDx0hBMJ:hkkk.fi/talsos/con97fin.pdf+sunday+law+europe.

45 Case C-84/94 UK v. Council of the European Union [1996] E.C.R.I-05755. See http://europa.
eu.int/eur-lex/lex/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:61994J0084:EN:HTML.
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relevant to our concerns to note that challenges to Sunday laws often
arise from economic pressures for a seven-day working market, and that
the threat posed by Sunday laws to individual liberty and interests does
not stem solely from the “religious” aspect of the day of rest. Be this as it
may, once Sunday laws were relaxed, members of religious minorities in
Christian countries no longer needed to face the dilemma of being under
a duty to avoid work on Sundays as well as on their own religious day of
rest. The issues are still relevant to those countries where Sunday laws are
strictly enforced. Moreover, the problem is real where one’s religion
requires one not to work on a day that is considered a regular day of
work in the community.

Jews have struggled with being in a minority in Christian countries for
hundreds of years. There were periods in which no Jewish worship was
allowed. At other times, Jews who refused to work on the Sabbath faced a
serious threat of losing their jobs with non-Jewish employers. To this day
Jews (and Seventh-Day Christians) may incur the economic disadvan-
tage of not being allowed by their religion to work on a workday, and of
some kinds of employment not being available on Sundays. The hardship
is aggravated by the fact that the Jewish Sabbath begins at sunset on
Friday, meaning that there are times of the year when Jews and
Seventh-Day Christians cannot complete a full day’s work on Friday
either. Such was the case in Konttinen v. Finland,46 in which a Finnish
national railway worker became a Seventh Day Adventist after working
some years at the railway. He was dismissed from work not because he
had to refrain from work on Saturdays, but because he had to stop
working at sunset on Fridays, and there were some Fridays in winter
on which he had to leave work before his shift was over. The European
Commission of Human Rights rejected the claim that he had been
wrongly dismissed and that his freedom of religion had been violated
on the basis that he had been dismissed because he refused to observe his
working hours. The fact that this refusal was religiously based did not
mean that it was protected by freedom of religion

Many Christian countries have large and growing Muslim commu-
nities living within them. As we have seen, Islam does not impose severe
and prolonged religious restrictions on people’s freedom on Fridays.
Nonetheless, Muslims may resent the fact that they are “forced” to stop
working on a day designated by a culture different than theirs, and that

46 App. No. 24949/94 European Commission of Human Rights (1996), available at: http://
hudoc.echr.coe.int.
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they are not allowed free time to observe their own customs. Cases
involving Muslims have begun to reach municipal and European courts.
In Ahmad v. UK,47 the European Commission of Human Rights rejected
a claim by a Muslim schoolteacher in England who had been denied a
schedule change in order to attend Friday prayers. The Commission
ruled that denial of his request did not infringe his freedom of religion
because he was aware of the working hours when he took the job, and
because he was offered a part-time post.48

Muslim countries

Traditionally, Muslim countries did not designate a weekly day of rest
and worship. Often there would be a break from work in prayer time,
especially for the Friday midday prayer; but commerce and trading
continued throughout the week. In 1829 the Ottoman Empire instituted
a weekly day on which government offices were closed, and chose
Thursday, which was a neutral day in terms of religious traditions.

As a result of imperial activity, Western days of rest were introduced
intoMuslim countries and remained in place when the foreign rulers left.
In time, some of the newly independent countries, in a return to tradi-
tion, switched to either Friday or a Thursday-Friday weekend, while
adopting the Western conception of the weekend (mainly for social
reasons). In most Muslim countries, government agencies are closed all
day Friday, while private businesses close Friday morning and may open
after the midday prayer. But there are exceptions. Some Muslim coun-
tries still keep Sundays as their day of rest, to facilitate commerce with the
West.49 In other places, however, attempts to do this met with great
opposition, based on a wish to maintain an authentically Muslim public
culture that is not “parasitic” on Western culture.50

The Kur’an instructs Muslims to treat the “nations of the book”
(Christians and Jews) with respect, and to enable them to practise their

47 App. No. 8160/78 (1981) 4 European Commission of Human Rights Reports 126.
48 Similar cases were similarly decided in Germany and Austrian courts more recently. For

a discussion, see M. Hill, “On the Permissible Scope of Legal Limitations on the Freedom
of Religion or Belief in the UK” (2005) 19 Emory International Law Review 1129, 1161–2;
L. S. Lehnot, “Freedom of Religious Association: The Right of Religious Organizations to
Obtain Legal Entity Status Under The European Convention”, 2002 Brigham Young
University Law Review 563, 593–4.

49 This is the case in Turkey and in Morocco. In Lebanon, government offices close at
11:00 am on Fridays, and are closed all of Sunday.

50 This is what happened in Algeria.
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religion without interference. Other non-Muslim groups, whilst not
receiving the same respect as the monotheistic religions, were also
granted protection from persecution and forced conversion.51 In this
aspect, Islam was constituted as a relatively tolerant religion, at least in
theory.52 This is why, although not always enjoying full civil and social
equality, Jewish and Christian minorities have always been relatively well
treated in Muslim societies. In numerous Islamic states, Jews and
Christians enjoy freedom of religion, including the right to establish
community institutions.53 The lot of other religious minorities, such as
the Bahais, is much less fortunate because often they are not recognized
as religious groups whose practices need to be recognized and respected.

The relatively relaxed cultural and religious significance of Friday in
Islam means that Islamic countries’ choice of Friday as their official day
of rest and the day on which government offices and schools are closed is
not supplemented by laws prohibiting commerce on Friday or any other
day. In fact, as we saw, Friday may be a big day for commerce.54 Thus
observant Jews and Christians are not under an obligation to observe the
state official day of rest in addition to their religious day of rest.

The de facto multicultural state: what should be done
about days of rest?

We have now set the stage for the normative discussion. Most modern
countries contain a variety of religious and cultural communities. How
should the state regulate the religious and cultural lives of these

51 A. Saeed and H. Saeed, Freedom of Religion, Apostasy and Islam (Aldershot: Ashgate,
2004), pp: 21–2; K. DalaCoura, Islam Liberalism and Human Rights (London: Tauris,
1998), p: 46.

52 Abdul Aziz Said Meena Sharify-Funk, Cultural Diversity and Islam (Landau, MD:
University Press of America 2003), 24, 78. J. Landau, Jews in Egypt in the 19th Century
(Jerusalem, 1967) 19–20 (Hebrew) quotes a document saying that during Jewish high
holidays many of the government offices were closed, indicating the high level of
integration of Jews in the economy. However, the situation in some Muslim countries
is far from satisfactory. See, for example, the US State Department report on religious
freedom in Saudi Arabia: www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/irf/2002/14012.htm.

53 Such is the case in Malaysia, in which the freedom to profess and practice other religions
peacefully is a part of the constitution. Sharify-Funk, Cultural Diversity and Islam,
pp: 123–6, and in Jordan, where non-Muslims enjoy a constitutional right of autonomy
in the areas of religion, community and schools. R. Patai, The Kingdom of Jordan
(Princeton University Press, 1958) p: 223.

54 We were told by the staff of the Egyptian embassy in Tel Aviv that this is the situation in
Egypt.
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communities? Some writers argue for a “state of all its cultural commu-
nities”, allowing people to belong to the nation but also feel that they
belong to their own community.55 This kind of multiculturalism is a
response to the original liberal reaction to pluralism, namely to privatize
all the non-civic affiliations of citizens, creating a “state of all its citizens”,
who all belong to the one, shared, civic nation, which is the only entity
enjoying public recognition.56 However, liberal states are often accused
of not giving adequate recognition to communities. Minorities similarly
often complain that majorities oppress the minorities living within the
state, or at least that they impose on them pressures to assimilate and
thus do not recognize their full rights to culture.57

Privatizing all non-civic affiliations has some advantages. It aims to
treat citizens equally in a double sense – they are all equal as citizens, and
they are also equal in the sense that no non-civic affiliation is granted
recognition by the state.58 Thus no non-civic affiliation is privileged over
others. However, this formal equality does not translate into social
reality. A liberal society may recognize rights to cultural expression as
a part of the right to freedom of association.59 The right to freedom of
religion is often both an individual and a communal right because it
includes permission to conduct worship and religious teaching in a
community. All this is quite consistent with the state’s own neutrality
and the privatization of all non-civic affiliations.

However, neutral liberalism of this sort does not in fact treat all
non-civic affiliations in the same way.60 The inability of political theory,
and of liberal states, to remain neutral with regard either to conceptions

55 B. Parekh, Rethinking Multiculturalism. Cultural Diversity and Political Theory. (New
York: Palgrave, 2000). However, the status of minorities within minorities needs then to
be addressed, see N. Perez, “Should Multiculturalists Oppress the Oppressed?” (2002) 5
(3) Critical Review of International Social and Political Philosophy 51–79.

56 M. I. Young, “Polity and Group Difference: A Critique of the Ideal of Universal
Citizenship” (1989) 99(2) Ethics 250–74.

57 W. Kymlicka, “DoWe Need a Liberal Theory of Minority Rights? A Response to Carens,
Young, Parekh and Forst” (1997) 4(1) Constellations 72–87.

58 For suggestions that more or less follow this vein of thought, see J. Waldron, “Cultural
Identity and Civic Responsibility” in W. Kymlicka and W. Norman (eds.), Citizenship in
Diverse Societies (Oxford University Press, 2000), pp: 155–74. B. Barry, Culture and
Equality (Oxford: Polity, 2001).

59 This is Kukathas’ argument: C. Kukathas, “Are there any Cultural Rights?” in
W. Kymlicka (ed.), The Rights of Minority Cultures (Oxford University Press, 1995),
pp: 228–56.

60 B. Yack, “The Myth of the Civic Nation” in R. Beiner (ed.), Theorizing Nationalism (New
York: SUNY Press, 1999), pp: 103–19.
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of the good or to culture has been pointed out over and over again.61

Indeed, as our description of rest days shows, the choice and meaning of
the day of rest, far from being neutral, are grounded in thick cultural
traditions. In this context it is perhaps preferable to use the term “even-
handedness”, rather than neutrality. Neutrality suggests the possibility of
a hands-off policy to culture, which is impossible. By contrast,
even-handedness treats equally all existing cultural demands (that do
not violate individual human rights).62

It seems then, that our analysis points in the direction of accommo-
dating minority cultures. This is indeed an important liberal and multi-
cultural goal. However, most political societies also need to maintain a
sense of social cohesiveness and solidarity. Shared civic affiliation is an
ingredient of that sense of social cohesiveness, but it is usually too thin to
provide the needed cohesion.When a nation shares a culture, the cultural
underpinnings of citizenship reinforce civic solidarity through cultural
ties.63 This is where the views of liberals and political sociologists are
usually in tension because there is a disagreement about the need to have
a thick, shared public culture.64 Another issue is that the practical
demands of modernization and economic efficiency impose restrictions
upon the possible pluralistic solutions to the issue of days of rest.

Last, and very important, is the concern that accommodating cultural
needs of minority cultures, especially if such policies are implemented in
a variety of fields65 (schools, dwellings, language,66 etc.) may result in

61 J. Raz, The Morality of Freedom (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), pp: 107–62;
W. Kymlicka, “Comments on Shachar and Spinner Halev: An Update from the
Multiculturalism Wars” in C. Joppke and S. Lukes (eds.), Multicultural Questions
(Oxford University Press, 1999), pp: 112–33.

62 For a discussion of even-handedness, see J. Carens, Culture, Citizenship, and Community
(OxfordUniversity Press, 2000); A. Patten, “Liberal Neutrality and Language Policies” (2003)
31(4) Philosophy and Public Affairs 356–86; R. Bhargava, “What is Secularism For?” in
R. Bhargrave (ed.), Secularism and its Critics (Oxford University Press, 1998), pp: 486–542.

63 E. Shils, Tradition (University of Chicago Press, 1981), Chapter 3, esp. pp: 163–75, 179,
185–7; E. Gellner, Nations and Nationalism (Oxford: Blackwell, 1983), pp: 140–3. A
“thick” shared cultural background may be produced by a combination of layers of
identity – some shared, others different. See D. Miller, Citizenship and National Identity
(Cambridge: Polity, 2000), pp: 125–42.

64 See the liberal arguments of H. L. A Hart, “Social Solidarity and the Enforcement of
Morals” (1967–8) 35 University of Chicago Law Review 1–13.

65 See J. Spinner Halev, The Boundaries of Citizenship (Baltimore: John Hopkins University
Press, 1994).

66 See in this regard, T. Pogge, “Accommodation Rights for Hispanics in the US” in
W. Kymlicka and A. Patten (eds.), Language Rights and Political Theory (Oxford
University Press, 2003), pp: 105–23.
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exclusion and creation of a barrier to integration. Indeed, this is where
liberals face contradictory moral intuitions: on the one hand, accommo-
dating minority cultures is a tenet of liberalism, but on the other, cultural
diversity might create social enclaves from which individual members of
such groups would have difficulty exiting. Therefore, when there are
many cultures in a society, and especially when the relationships between
them are adversarial, the state needs to think creatively about how to
recognize the different cultures while not undermining civic solidarity67

or the ability of communities to live side by side, about how to maintain
equal respect for the cultural interests of individual members of the
different cultures, and lastly, about how to enable full integration and
economic and social opportunities for minority members. Regulating
days of rest may be seen as a particular instance of this general issue.

Days of rest and worship are components of culture. We saw that, while
the idea of a shared weekly day of rest has become very widespread, both the
exact conception of the day and its identity are still reflective of particular
cultures, mainly those related to the great religions. Divergence in cultural
practices, such as dress traditions, can be relatively easily accommodated in
mixed territorial space.68 However, like language, practices with regard to
days of rest are a cultural feature of very public character, and a special
challenge to multiculturalism. Days of rest must be unified for the entire
society, or at least for provinces and states (in the case of federations). Days
of rest must be shared by the people living in the same geographical space,
and full accommodation of pluralism69 is not practical.

67 This issue has given rise to a lively polemic: how thick does the shared solidarity need to
be? For the purpose of this article, we shall assume that the combination of a unified
single day of rest plus accommodation of a second day is the preferable path, as it both
supplies a shared framework and recognizes relevant differences.

68 Although some aspects of clothing, such as the head cover of Muslim women, turbans
and even the Jewish skullcap, have been deemed in some cases to offend against the
requirements of public culture and prohibited in public schools or posts. D. Bodansky,
“Sahin v. Turkey; Teacher Head-scarf Case: ECHR and German Constitutional Court
Decisions on Wearing of Islamic Head-Scarves” 100 American Journal of International
Law (2006) 186; E. T. Beller, “The Headscarf Affair: The Conseil d’Etat on the Role of
Religion and Culture in French Society” (2004) 39 Texas International Law Journal 581,
581–6, 609–23; J. E.M. Machado, “Freedom of Religion: A View from Europe” (2005) 10
Roger Williams University Law Review 451, 488–95.

69 This also means that granting full individual freedom in the issue of days of rest is
problematic, as it would create economic pressures upon individuals not to choose a
common day, and would harm individual ability to spend time with families and
communities. Indeed individual freedom to choose a day of rest is hostile to the
collective dimension of individual welfare.
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This is the background to our discussion. We would argue (1) that it is
permissible and usual that the official day of rest will reflect the cultural
preferences of the majority group, and that recognition of minority
cultures may have complex spatial implications; (2) that the accommo-
dation of the days of rest of minorities contributes to the legitimacy of the
majority’s choice (the importance of this point is stressed later); (3) that
accommodation of minorities’ days of rest can take two shapes – individual
and communal – and that both types of accommodation should be
pursued, subject to limitations especially if accommodating minority
cultures would mean creating social enclaves that prevent integration;
and (4) that actual arrangements in given societies will depend on the
nature and choice of the day of rest, the nature of the relationships
among the various religious communities, and also on the relationships
between the religious and the secular members of particular cultural
communities. Therefore, our suggested guidelines forbid certain policies,
but allow for a diversity of possible solutions.

Explaining the model

A central element of the arrangements we have studied is a mandatory,
shared day of rest determined by the culture of the dominant group. On
this day (with or without a secondary day) government, banks and
schools are closed, and other services are offered at a reduced level.
Shops are either closed or operate on a limited schedule. People who,
for religious or cultural reasons, wish not to work on a day different from
the official day of rest may have to refrain from working for two days a
week rather then just one. More generally, people who would like to work
or operate their businesses or obtain unavailable services on the official
day of rest cannot do so.

The described arrangement clearly does limit the freedom of indivi-
duals and may burden communities whose religion or culture is different
from that reflected in the arrangement. Does it also rise to the level of
violation of their rights? Are these matters of freedom from religious
coercion? We agree with the courts in all Western democracies and with
the international bodies which rejected these claims. They have rejected
the claim that people have a right that the state will not designate as the
general day of rest the day recognized as such by the majority culture.
They have held that a right of this sort does not follow either from the
right to freedom from religious coercion or from international law
relating to the rights of workers. Mostly, courts have said that the
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religious element of the day is not the dominant one, and that it is
permissible for a society to enforce a shared day of rest for all its
population. True, members of minority religions have a right, stemming
from freedom of religion, not to be required by law to violate their
religious commandments and to be free to observe their own day of
worship. But they do not have the right that the state in which they live
will recognize their religious-cultural day of rest as the official day of rest
for all.70

However, some accommodation is required for the majority’s choice
of day of rest to be acceptable. First, no member of a minority should be
required to work on his or her day of rest. Second, depending on the
occupation in question, members of minority cultures should be allowed
to work on the official day of rest. Those who work in government and
related occupations will not be able to work on the day of rest. However,
working in other occupations should be allowed, at least when no
important competing interests are at stake.

Lastly, there is much controversy about whether a member of a
minority may properly be disadvantaged if he or she takes an “extra”
day (or hours) of rest in addition to the official rest period. Should
potential employers be required to grant their employees a second day
of rest; and if so, who should bear the cost? The current answer, which is
given by some political theorists71 and provides an acceptable interpre-
tation of the position of the US Supreme Court, is that if the burden
imposed upon members of minorities is merely a by-product of a general
rule (rather than a direct result of a policy intended to harm a specific
group or denomination), there is no duty to accommodate minority
members.

However, the choice of the majority’s day of rest is not neutral even if
it enjoys general applicability.72 Its rationale is the interest of the major-
ity in expressing their culture in the shared public sphere. As we have
seen, it is difficult to accommodate fully minorities’ days of rest, because

70 Gavison, “Day of Worship and Days of Rest: A View From Israel”.
71 P. Jones, “Bearing the Consequence of Belief”, B. Barry, Culture and Equality, C. Lund,

“A Matter of Constitutional Luck: The General Applicability Requirement in Free
Exercise Jurisprudence” (2003) 26 Harvard Journal of Law and Policy 627–65.

72 General applicability merely means that there is universal compliance. Neutrality is
much more demanding and concerns the content of the law or rule, which should be
neutral towards conceptions of the good. Therefore, a rule may enjoy general applic-
ability even though it is not neutral. See S. Caney, “Equal Treatment, Exceptions and
Cultural Diversity” in P. Kelly (ed.), Multiculturalism Reconsidered (Oxford: Polity,
2002), pp: 81–101.
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this might harm integration, the functioning of the market and many
state activities. Nonetheless, minorities’ cultural interests should be
recognized in ways compatible with the shared nature of the weekly cycle.
This recognition should be upheld unless an important and contradict-
ing interest arises.

The problem is, of course, that an important interest (or “compelling
interest” as it is frequently called in the American context) can be defined
in many different ways.73 However, in this context, we only wish to stress
that an “important interest” must be shown. We are not concerned to
give content to this admittedly somewhat vague concept.74 The impor-
tant step is to shift the burden of explaining to the side that argues that
the interest of members of minorities should be denied.

We have seen that different days of rest are easier to respect in
different spatial areas. In such areas communities could also have lin-
guistic and cultural autonomy, and maintain their own schools and
institutions. In such cases, some have indeed argued for a policy of
sub-national self-determination;75 but, while respecting the cultural
interests of the groupmembers, this maymake integration more difficult.
The problem of other, “solely” religious minorities is relatively simpler:
although complex arrangements for accommodation of various attitudes
towards days of rest might be required, territorial concentration would
present fewer problems, because the linguistic and national aspects
would not be present.76 However, as we stressed throughout the article,
the dilemma between accommodation and integration is serious, and it is
difficult to frame policies that can achieve both.

The advantage of our quasi-historical review of the meaning and
character of the day of rest might be of assistance here. It is clear that
finding adequate solutions to the issue of days of rest depends not just on
the identity of the day, but also on the cultural character of the day and

73 For example, simply stating that there are costs does not constitute a sufficient reason to
justify disrespect for a minority day of rest. In this we follow the left liberal tradition that
denies that economic efficiency should trump individual freedom and rights. See, for
example, R. Dworkin, “Rights as Trumps” in J. Waldron (ed.), Theories of Rights (Oxford
University Press, 1984), pp: 153–68. See in this regard Perez, “The Liberty to Culture”.

74 See Nussbaum, Woman and Human Development, chapter 3.
75 C. Gans, The Limits of Nationalism (Cambridge University Press, 2003).
76 In the Israeli context, the “Sabbath conflict” in Jerusalem between ultra-orthodox Jews

and the state (and secular Jews) is a strong reminder that struggles for days of rest and the
shape of the public sphere are complex enough even in the absence of the linguistic and
national differences. Yet the spatial segregation of the ultra-religious and their special
institutions do make their integration into Israeli society harder.
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the cultural features of the society in question. In general, the more
liberal and flexible the dominant culture, the easier it is for other reli-
gions and cultures to be accommodated and the easier it is for members
of such groups to keep their own traditions. Such a liberal, dominant
culture can come from flexibility in the religion on which this culture is
based, or because the culture has become less religious, or because the
culture has incorporated external influences, or because all of the above.
The converse is also true. The less flexible the dominant culture, the
greater the hardships minorities are likely to face in keeping their own
traditions.

The extent of accommodation also depends on the character of the
minority. The less liberal the minority cultures, the more difficult it will
be for a liberal, dominant culture to tolerate and integrate them. This
difficulty stems from the difference in values and beliefs but also from the
fact that the more restrictive the minority culture, the greater the effort
that will be needed to accommodate its special needs.

Finally, the types of accommodation made may depend on the general
relationships within and between the relevant communities. The relative
numbers of the various groups and their sense of physical and cultural
security are of course very central, as is the question of whether differ-
ences are negotiated through public debate, in the courts, or by violent
struggles.

Conclusion

This article has dealt with the issue of days of rest in divided societies. We
have argued that the majority may indeed choose a day of rest that
reflects its culture, but that the legitimacy of such a policy will be
increased if minorities are accommodated in various ways, because
complete privatization of the cultural interests of minorities might result
in a de facto deprivation of the individual’s ability to maintain his or her
cultural interests. We have argued that the collective dimensions of
cultural interests should also be accommodated by the state because of
their importance for the individual well-being. However, the separatist
tendency of such demands is significant, and this may require considera-
tion of the complex relationship between the competing liberal goals of
integration and accommodation. Therefore, our framework tries to
address both aspects of cultural policy without pretending that magic
policies that enable both full accommodation and full integration exist or
if they do are free of difficulty.
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We hope that the historical discussion in the first part of the article has
contributed to a deeper understanding of the nature of the issue of days
of rest. The meaning and character of the day as well as its identity need
to be taken into account if proper understanding of the issue is to be
achieved. We also hope that the combination of description and theore-
tical suggestions has provided helpful insights with regard to the impor-
tant issue of days of rest, which has so far received insufficient attention
in the literature of multiculturalism.
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